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Abstract
This thesis relates architectural practices to intelligent use of resources and the
reuse of derelict spaces. The initial investigation of rammed earth as a building
material is followed by site-specific operations at the courtyard of MIT building
N51 and on sites located along a three mile stretch of Interstate 93 in Dorchester.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Overview
This thesis investigates four hypotheses relating
resource-intelligentconstruction to sitespecificity and the reuse of derelict spaces. The
thesis grows out of a rammed earth wall that I
built at the courtyard of MIT building N5 1 (at
275 Massachusetts Avenue) during the summer
preceding the thesis. The rammed earth wall
replaced an existing broken chain link fence at
the back of the courtyard, improving an outdoor
space for use by the School of Architecture
for arts and fabrication while investigating an
environmentally sustainable building method. The
initial investigation of rammed earth was followed
by the sequential development of three more
hypotheses. The four hypotheses are organized here
as antecedent, thesis, antithesis and synthesis. They
are in large part an attempt to understand and
elaborate on issues relating to site-specificbuilding
practices and reclamation of abandoned spaces
that were raised by earth wall project. The projects
investigating the hypotheses are tested in physical
terms, as opposed to the speculative means of
exploration often employed in architectural theses.
6

This orientation of the thesis means that design is
sometimes located in the processes by which the
various investigations are carried out, rather than
in the formal design of objects themselves. For this
reason, the text accompanying the projects in these
pages explains the process by which the objects
were created. This kind of work, which involves
budgets and selling a project, might be thought
of as being the other half of architecture, which is
rarely addressed in schools of architecture. It seems
that schools focus almost exclusively on the design
of buildings because this is commonly regarded as
the most interesting work of an architect. But my
contention is that the business end of architecture,
or how projects are financed, is also a potential
avenue of design and creativity. Moreover, I
contend that this activity at least as important to
the survival of the architect professionally as her
skill as a designer.

Site
The projects following the rammed earth wall
generally take place on specific sites along a three
mile stretch of I93 in Dorchester. I chose these
sites for several reasons. The initial objective of
the thesis was to carry forward the rammed earth
research through the development of a rammed
earth sound barrier, and the machinery that its
construction would require. The Dorchester
neighborhoods along Interstate 93 are characterized
by excessive noise generated by the highway. As
the project progressed, it became increasingly
evident from meetings and conversations with
transportation officials that the construction of
a rammed earth sound barrier in this location
would be out of the question in the near term. By
then, however, I had developed an interest in a
number of marginal spaces in close proximity to
the highway through site investigations conducted
in the service of the earlier project. These sites I

refer to as "marginal" for several reasons. They
are marginal spaces by definition, due to their
location at the edge of the highway. They are also
marginal in a conceptual sense, in that their status
is undesirable relative to other, more coveted realestate. The delay encountered in the rammed earth
sound barrier project presented the opportunity
to acknowledge the presence of these marginal
sites as one of the spaces of post-industrial
production, rather than attempting to cordon
them off by erecting a barrier. The shift from the
design of a rammed earth sound barrier to an ad
hoc occupation of the marginal spaces through the
testing of site-specific practices along the highway
represents a desire to engage the sights and sounds
of the highway, rather than to wall it off.
The conceptually marginal status of the
sites investigated is attested to by their derelict
condition. The sites on which the interventions
occur were either abandoned, or used informally
by marginalized segments of the population, such
as homeless people, whose inhabitation of them

occurs in an ad hoc manner and is permitted partly
because the sites are generally seen as worthless.
The lack of control or administration exercised
over the sites was another part of the reason that
I was drawn toward them. There are few, if any,
public spaces where one is able to build permitless
ad-hoc structures investigate bounded building
operations. The marginal spaces along the highway
are one notable exception.
The underlying assumption of the thesis is
that the production of these marginal spaces along
the highway is characteristic of the post-industrial
period in which we currently live. Reclaiming, or
at least bringing about a reevaluation of these sites
using material found on them could be thought
of as a reclamation of a space- resource in much
the same way that the rammed earth wall at MIT
re purposed a previously derelict courtyard. It
is precisely in such cast-off sites, the leftovers
from infrastructural activities ,that we can see
a reflection of the contemporary view toward
resources. My hope is that the development of
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ad-hoc architectural installations investigating
resource use in these marginal spaces will function
in a dual manner: a commentary on our use of
space as well as the use of other resources in the
construction processes.

Four Hypotheses
The four hypotheses investigated are as follows
1: Antecedent
Hypothesis
Rammed earth can be used as an energy-efficient
alternative to concrete in New England.
Investigation
Conducted material research and constructed a test
wall at MIT enclosing the courtyard of building
N51 during the spring and summer of 2005.
Conclusion
Initial hypothesis is correct, with a caveat: although
site soils in Southern New England requires the
addition of a binder because natural clay content
is insufficient. Augmenting soils with material
imported to the site will prove important later.

2: Thesis

Hypothesis
Rammed earth must be standardized for
widespread use.
Investigation
This portion of the thesis involved the development
of a proposal for 1560' long rammed earth
sound barrier along I93 in Dorchester. It
included conceptual and physical modeling of
mechanization strategy and form, and meetings
with civil engineers and other officials of
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassHighways) and Federal Highway
Administration to discuss rammed earth sound
barriers.
Conclusion
The initial hypothesis, which claimed that rammed
earth must be standardized for widespread use,
was valid, but working toward the standardization
revealed that time efficiency and resource efficiency
are often inversely proportional to each other. This
led to the third hypothesis, which compares these
two sometimes antithetical forms of efficiency.

m

3: Antithesis

Hypothesis
The most materially-efficientapproach is bounded
by the site.
Investigation
The principal means of investigation for this
section was the creation of five building blocks
based exclusively on materials that were found on
particular sites. These activities introduced the
"bounded operation" in which the activities and
materials were wholly circumscribed by a specific
location, utilizing no off site material processing,
or introduction of outside materials. The blocks
created are small in scale, generally measuring
no larger than two feet by three feet and formally
simple, due to the constraints of the process.
Conclusion
The initial hypothesis was proven true, although
the limitations of building on a particular site only
with the material found there limits the expressive
potential of such activity severely. Where a
reevaluation of marginal sites is desired, such a
reevaluation requires more than the site materials

alone am offer.This leads to tlze f o h hypo&~&,
which conaidera a site w
i bath a de~tlreeof matrsridt+

(1swellasomatuialinit90~nright
4: Synthesis

Hypothesis
Reevaluating marginal sites requires a hybrid
approach in which the binder is imported.
Investigation
The form that the investigation took was the
occupation of three marginal sites along Interstate
93 in Dorchester, close to the original site of the
rammed earth sound barrier proposed in the
second section. The occupation was built with
minimal means, using my car as formwork.
Conclusion
Hypothesis is true but the site must be considered
as both a source of material as well as material in
its own right
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2. ANTECEDENT
BUILDING A RAMMED EARTH WALL AT MIT
Location: N5 1 Courtyard
Dimensions: 70'x6'x1.5'
Materials: Wall: engineered soil mix (Boston blue
clay, sand, % inch gravel, reinforced concrete
foundation, weathering steel cap. Gate: salvage
tropical hardwood, weathering steel, stainless
steel screws and hinges. Formwork: Dimensional
lumber, plywood, cardboard tubes, clamps, screws.
Tools: gasoline mixer, diesel compressor, hydraulic
loader, pneumatic rammer, hand tools
Distance driven: 2 170 miles
Electricity used: 94kWh
C02 emitted in construction: 5,4001bs
Assumptions
Rammed earth = .7 MJIkg
Sitecast Concrete= 1.3MJ/kg
201bs C021 Gallon Diesel Fuel

Introduction
During the spring and summer of 2005 I led a team
of students and staff to construct a rammed earth
wall MIT building N51. The wall is located at the
back of MIT building N51 (275 Massachusetts
Ave), the present home of the Visual Arts Program
and undergraduate architecture at MIT, in addition
to the wood and metal shops of the Department
of Architecture. The wall replaced a chain link
fence in a state of disrepair at the back of the
courtyard, improving an outdoor space for use by
the School of Architecture for arts and fabrication.
The rammed earth wall measures seventy feet
long, a foot-and-a-half wide, and six feet tall. It
was constructed in two sections, divided in the
middle by a twelve-foot wide gate. The objective
of the research was to prove that existing methods
of rammed earth elsewhere in the world can be
adapted to the climate and soils of New England,
reducing dependence on reinforced concrete,
which is environmentally harmful. In keeping
with traditional methods, as well as contemporary
rammed earth techniques Europe, no portland

cement was rwd inthe rammed earth prtiom of
the wall.
Laboratory TerUng
The intent of the h b o ~ o r y
mearch was to
identify o loal roil '&at auld bc w d for rammed
earthhNw
dPurig~tbisphote1
identified suitddt roil typee md mated nmmed
earth samples ob* data about compwtion
density, mmpregsk rtrrngth, and erosion
behavior.
The books describing r m d wrth
comtrzrction nmr rnai.t;i~rrcd'tht
it can be

hardtofiaddirtinacity. !dmvrtosuburb
surmua* Boato, mpphg whenever I aaw a
holewdugtoarkifI ddcollect~eomplc.
Ofan. the contnwt~rsin &age of the site would
not let me tab mythingaway. 'Theywar wrried
&out liability that wodd result from someone
finding out thrt thc mil h m p n excavation was
con^^. It u o d Eturther swpician if I told
them that I was fiam MIT. In the end, it didn't

mattcr so mu& thrt p p l e wax not willing to
let the sail go,h w e nothhsg collcacd witbin a

fifkmn mik mdiius of Bostum had the necessary day
contmt anyway.
Nmmlus souras camdkd in the literature
mrkw euggwtd thrt o miaad suboil consisting
of thjzty p
a
w dry urd menq percent and,
p v d ond finer was thc mp~erlal
b a t suited
to r m d e u t h . I chsuikdthir probkm to
DLC3xnmhc, who nulp tha peot&csl lab at
MIT. We was dPdckd to m
t
ean eqineered soil
0 0 m ; i s of
~ thirty pmt Bocton Blu+ aay mixcd
with m m w a w
ap@~fthr&ybth.tthemirsgrartdePlofit in
the rmtmplitan Bornuca The only drawback
is t
b
tit is 30-69 f& blow the audim. However,
thr dny ia a de~djab1ebyproduct of m n s ~ t i i o n
whm excavation contractors often
in the
must contend with itr &god when diggmg a d n p
foundation for o k g e building.
Once m hod a g d . o n the moterid to u*,
I had to finda mum for it that I could we for
testing. Finding a source for the day was even

harder than finding ordinary soil in the city. The
clay is virtually everywhere under Boston at a depth
of 30 feet, and excavation contractors pay to get rid
of it. It seemed like it would be easy enough to get.
However, there is no market for it, which makes it
difficult to buy, and excavation contractors were
wary of letting any amount off the site for fear that
it might be tested and found to be contaminated.
Furthermore, any job that involves excavation over
20 tons of material must prepare a bill of lading for
every truckload of soil that leaves the site. Around
this time I spoke with pool excavation contractors,
gas tank removal specialists, Frankie Pile installers,
auger excavation companies, small time equipment
operators, road construction specialists, local stone
quarries and gravel pits, landscapers, trucking
companies, soil engineers, soil consultants, general
contractors, and geotechnical engineers. Eventually
I found a soil consultant who was willing to work
with me. I borrowed Ramage's Land Rover and
headed down to the site, on Boysleton Street in '
downtown Boston. I brought a hardhat and a
plastic crate with me. They lowered the crate down
. b

into the pit in the bucket of an backhoe the size of
a house. The crate full of clay was so heavy I could
barely get it into the truck. The clay was plastic,
greenish like modeling clay, and smelled faintly like
the sea.
I took the crate back to the soil lab. I started
out trying to add water to the clay to get it to the
consistency of pudding to combine it with the
sand and gravel.. This mixed well with the sand
but the resulting material as too wet to d o w for
compaction, and it was hard to get the clay to turn
to pudding right away. It just turned into smooth
stubborn balls in the mortar mixer. I let it run for
several hours and came back after lunch to find the
same thing. I found an industrial bread mixer in
the basement of MIT and that worked better than
other methods. Around this time I hired Omar
Rabie to help me with the laboratory research. We
wore white lab coats to try to convince ourselves to
be scientific and created a number of different soil
blends and compacted them at various moisture
contents, weighing the results before and after
baking them in an oven to determine the moisture

content resulting in the densest compaction. We
took the samples to Stephen Rudolph in the civil
engineering rock mechanics laboratory for testing.
About twenty people showed up to see the testing
occur.
The best results were a maximum unconfined
compression of close to 300 psi, somewhat
lower than expected, but easily strong enough to
build walls of up to 10m high or more. Proctor
compaction tests, which measure the moisture
content necessary for maximum soil compaction,
showed that mixing moist clay with dry sand and
gravel in their natural states produced a soil whose
moisture content was almost ideal for maximum
compaction. Three rounds of freezing and thawing
led to no noticeable degradation of samples,
although further testing would be required to fully
evaluate resistance of rammed earth to spding.
The results of initial laboratory testing were
promising enough to warrant the construction of a
full-scale wall on the campus of MIT.
I was making many phone calls trying to find
around twelve tons of the blue clay that I had

calculated would be necessary to build the project.
The engineer through whom I had gotten the
clay sample previously had left that job and his
replacement was unwilling to consider donating
that amount of clay to the project. I was getting
nervous about the schedule. Just before leaving on
a trip that I had scheduled to interview rammed
earth builders in Europe, I cut the chainlink fence
down separating the courtyard from the alley to
ensure that a tri-axle truck could back its way in to
deliver the clay. I had a few prospects that I hoped
would come through and I did not want them to
be prevented from delivering the clay because they
couldn't get the truck through the gate while I
was away. After spray painting the location of the
excavation for the dig safe inspectors (to make sure
that there were no cables or electrical lines running
beneath the proposed foundation) I returned home
to pack for the trip to Europe. I was on the plane
later that afternoon.

State of the Art: Europe
I traveled to the southwestern United States and
Europe During the spring and summer of 2005 to
meet with a number of successful contemporary
architects specifying the technique, as well as the
specialized construction firms who carry out the
work.
I travelled to Austria, Switzerland, and England
and Southern France to interview leading rammed
earth builders in those countries. Rowland Keable
and Martin Rauch, two leading rammed earth
practitioners in England and Austria respectively,
both claimed in independent interviews and
site visits during June 2005 that the addition of
portland cement was unnecessary in a properly
detailed rammed earth structure if the natural
clay content was high enough in the soil used for
compaction. This claim is especially impressive
in the case of Rauch, whose projects in high
alpine regions of Austria and Switzerland must
withstand annual precipitation exceeding that
of New England, and more extreme wintertime
temperatures. Rauch has experimented with
16

augmenting natural clay content of the soil with
other sources of clay to achieve the desired ratio.
Keable has also experimented with a number of
different materials, including walls of rammed
chalk at the Pines Calyx project in Dover, England
where the chalk occurs naturally at the project site.
Driving across Switzerland to Austria I stopped
to see a number of early reinforced concrete
bridges by Robert Maillart. The structures were
amazing, but part of what interested me was the
structural problems a number of them were having
with spalling, due mostly to the reinforcing steel
being placed to close to the edge of the concrete.
Maillart was one of the most brilliant engineers
of the 20th century, but his bridges were falling
apart. I think that the problems are testament to the
challenges of bringing a new material and method
of working to construction practice. When I saw
Maillart's bridges, I thought that it might take some
time to build with rammed earth without fear of
failure. It also brings up another point about our
expectations about the longevity of structures.
Rammed earth might age rather quickly if it is

not properly detailed, but the same might be true
of concrete and wood as well, thought the effects
might take somewhat longer to show up.

Historical precedents
On the same trip I traveled to the Rhone Vdey in
southern France, where rammed earth buildings
have been constructed for three hundred years.
First-hand observation of the rammed earth
structures in the Rhone Vdey confirmed what I
had seen at the archeological site in southern Spain:
buildings constructed of natural soils without the
addition of portland cement can achieve service
lives of well over 250 years. Nearly all of the
traditional earth structures visited in the Rhone
Valley were built with unadulterated soil taken
directly from the building site. Many residences and
agricultural buildings are still in use in this region
in varying states of repair. Observation shows
that roof leaks and shear stresses at the corners
of structural rammed earth buildings account for
the majority of failures. Regional builders have

developed methods for coping with degradation of
rammed earth, although construction and repair of
rammed earth structures is in danger of becoming
a lost art in the region. Important work is currently
carried out in construction and preservation of
rammed earth structures by CRATerre, a research
group at the University of Grenoble. The group,
which the author visited while performing research
in the region, maintains an archive of rammed
earth structures and trains students in the theory
and practice of building in a variety of earthen
methods.

State of the Art: America
A few weeks after I returned from the trip to
Europe I flew to Tucson, Arizona to inteview
Rick Joy, one of the leading architects specifying
rammed earth in the Southwest. I interviewed Rick
Joy and visited projects in the area. The interview
took place in Joy's rammed earth office and yielded
a unique perspective on the dissemination of a
technique through current practice. Although the
17

price of rammed earth is competitive with CMU
construction in the Tucson area, Joy maintains
that cultural issues are as important as the price
of construction in determining whether rammed
earth is likely to become more widespread in the
United States. His projects for high-profile clients
may increase the desirability of the technique
among a wider public. Nevertheless, Joy is adamant
that he is not only a rammed earth architect,
asserting that he uses it only when it is appropriate
for a particular project and client.
On the same trip I also visited Jones Studio in
Phoenix, AZ, another architecture practice utilizing
rammed earth. Neil Jones, the principal, expressed
fiustration with local building inspectors, who treat
rammed earth as an experimental construction
technique, despite standards governing rammed
earth construction. The interview took place in
Jones's residence, a striking contemporaryloadbearing two-story rammed earth structure which
utilizes only natural soils from the site. Jones's
refusal to add Portland cement to the soil mix put
the project in opposition to the building codes of

Arizona, which generally mandate the addition of
three percent Portland cement to soil mixes used
for rammed earth.
A visit a rammed earth project under
construction by a Tucson-based contractor showed
that southwestern builders often increase the
amount of Portland cement to double the amount
specified to avoid a shortage of cement in the mix,
which is measured by approximate means in the
field. Standard practice in the region is to mix
cement with structural road base used in road
building, commonly known by the name of "ABC
(aggregate base course)" with small hydraulic
loaders (e.g. the skidsteer or "Bobcat") and
compact it using pneumatic soil backfill tampers.
This engineered soil is sometimes mixed with iron
oxide or other agents to tint the soil to a desired
color. The resultant strength of the soil mixes
compacted in this way generally range between
300-800 psi, and building code requires that soil
samples generally be tested by a certified engineer
prior to the beginning of construction. The project
visited utilized modular formwork manufactured

for site-cast concrete, with no modification for use
with rammed earth.

EnvironmentalAdvantages
The addition of Portland cement appears to be the
major difference between American and European
rammed earth practice: American building
codes generally require the addition of Portland
cement, while European builders frequently
leave it out altogether. From an environmental
standpoint, reducing or eliminating Portland
cement is advantageous because it lowers the
energy embodied in the final product. Research
indicates that the embodied energy of stabilized
rammed earth construction amounts to .80 MJlkg,
as opposed to .94 MJIkg for concrete block, and
1.3 MJIkg for site cast concrete (Chaturvedi and
Ochsendorf 2004). Using soils directly from the
site represents an environmental advantage for the
same reason. Over seven percent of global C02
emissions come from the production of cement,
and concrete represents nearly one half of the

136 million tons of construction waste generated
each year in the United States. (United States
Green Building Council 2005) It was evident that
a variety of methods of building with rammed
earth are in place in various regions of the world.
Some add Portland cement; others omit it entirely.
Virtually all of those interviewed claimed that
building with earth is a forgiving process tolerant
of many different approaches, allowing the use of a
wide range of soil types and fabrication strategies,
especially when conservative design guidelines (e.g.
width to height ratios) are followed.

Construction of the Full-Scale Prototype
We broke ground on July 15th. I still did not
have the clay, or even all of the funding in place
that the wall would required, but if we waited for
those things before beginning, it would throw
the whole schedule off, which was tight as it was.
Furthermore I was worried that if we waited too
long people might change their minds about
letting us build the rammed earth wall at the

Ja,
Here are a few of the issues that we would like to address at tomorrow's
meeting:
Relevance In what ways do you see rammed earth constructionbenefining
our practice" It may be hetpfbl for you to bring some background material
demonstrating precedents (including your work in the field and what you
have seen on site visits) Any examples From climates similar to New
Ensland would be welcome. Also. are there scale limitations for rammed
earth constmction3 Is the material appmpriate given the size and typical
progam make-up s f our projects7 Are there LEED implications'?
Expectations - What results do you expect to achieve with the construction
of this wall and the subsequent tests over time9 Do you think that the
effects of freezing can bc mitigated through appropriate detailing'
Contribution - How can Sasaki participate in the process in a role p a t than that of financial support&

-

These an just a few examples of queries that have come up over the last
few days when I've discussed this project with others in the research
group. Just let the receptionist know when you arrive, and I will come
down and rake you to the conference room and help set up. Let me know if
you need directions, or anything else. Again, 1look forward to mating
you tomorrow and learning more about the pmject.
Regards,
Chad Machen

-

Relevance Tn what
our practice"

1

1 see mmme
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Aesthetic virtues, proven performance and environmentally sustainable attributes of
rammed earth will prove Sasaki's strong commitment to the environment and cutting-
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energy that has gone into their production, as we11 as their performance.
Take soil directly fmm site and create walls with it (show Martin Rauch houses and
walls).
Walls could be structural or landscaping elements

Proven in climates similar to New England, such as Austria.
\

Do you think that the &ects of hezing can be mitigated through appropriate detailingq
Any examples from climates similar to New England would be welcome.
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Rick Brown sculptor
Hands on House
781 8267314
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Howard 1
~ o n a e m~om~nental
General Superintendent
6 17 20 1 7392 (cel)
hbowlelai&odernconti~.com
recommends roadbase for subsoil substitute. Recommends looktng at roadbase suppliers
on cape c:od where they ofteiI use subs1oil
. I

Macom
be-.r Const1
.. -.."ruction
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Emerson t-ieldVttlce 6 17-35-74 1 YO
Comer Boyleston Igrid Tremc>nt
Phil Aquadro
Will Sand in Can1ton: (781)I 828 6300
Contact: Jeff White

MAmbrdige
Sells subsoil blends intended as fill for SlO/ton.
Sand pits in plymouth and Carver.
5118: Going to inquire and call back
Often have subsoil but blendIit with other materials for use as fill. Maybe pm
order unixdulteratec3 subsoil.

Lerrousso in Walpole 800 547 7600y crushed rock no sf

1

. ."-

wet ~ ~ ~ bcrnsnea
u r y stone LO. or-/3 ~ O3~ U V
Walpole yard (33 1 West St Walpole) has huge supply of clay for $4
(Could be silt)
Delivery $1 30 ex1
~ gravel and rnay contain much s:
nes from Iwashing rcY Cand
in Walpole: 800 54:7 7600 M r. Stafforc1 or Billy IMorgan

for snbsv
PA Landen 781 1
Contact: Jude
Palanders.comin I
Does not have anynrng over I UYOclay. Koaaoase normallv
crushed rock with some silt whose origin is rock flour.
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lW70 clay. wlusdy sand and
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Doug%who was toskcd with b d g out mough of
the old foundation with an electric jaasunmer to
make room for the post that we had to Mt atop it.
So Doug spent four hours in a hole in thc ground,
breaking up what he could with a j&mer. By
the end of the dry we had a very luge pile of soil
donpide a t ~ n &
that was 7 k t deep in several
places, the result of Ed looking fot a d w g e in color
in the soil to indicate stable day. Eve*
above
that was filled land: we were building on what at
one time wrs ta tidal swamp of the Charles River.
Foundation
The rammed earth wall is supported on a pier
and beam foundation of reinforced concrete. This
method differs from the typical spread footing
characteristic of most rammed earth construction,
which results in the use of a considerable amount
of concrete and steel below grade given the
thickness of rammed earth wall sections. In
contrast to the continuous footing, we designed
twelve-inch diameter posts of reinforced concrete

approxbateiy six fcet apart directly under the
wall. The posts have flared bottoms to distribute
the weight of the wdl and rest on undisturbed soil
below the frost line. These posts are connected
with a 8-in& thick continuous beam of reinforced
concrete, the bottom of which is elevated several
inches above the grade, to eliminate the danger
of heaving due to frost This approach saved over
eighty percent of the concrete that would be used in
aanventi~d
spread footing. The layers of earth
would then be rammed on top of the continuous
beam. We cut and bent the rebar ourselves in the
metabhop, finishing the k t pieces as the readymix
truck pulled up to place the concrete in the tubes.
After the tubes were cast we built formwork for the
pile cap in the metalshop, a d tatted in out in four
long sections. Into this we tied another round of
rebar, and then the readymix truck came back and
poured the connecting beam formwork full. The
foundation, fiom start to finish, had taken three of
US one week.
Just as we finished the concrete grade beam,
I convinced an excavation contractor to donate

twelve tons of clay for the project free of charge
from the construction site of a new building at
Harvard University. I found a dump truck driver
from Roxbury, Al Courtney, who was willing to
bring the twelve tons of clay from Harvard to MIT
for $200. We met on Oxford Street at the building
site just outside of Harvard Square at 7:30 am on
Thursday morning in July. By 7:45 the truck was in
position under the clamshell bucket. The engineer
in an orange vest in charge of the loading turned
to me and shouted over the roar of the crane "one
scoop or two?"AU of the volume calculations that
I had done over the preceding weeks came down
to this. I looked at the clamshell bucket and said
"two': figuring that it was better to wind up with
some extra clay than to come up short. So much
for detailed calculations.At 8: 15 Al had dumped
the clay in the courtyard at N5 1, which shook the
ground when it hit the pavement.
Formwork
Following completion of the foundation beam,
we constructed formwork from plywood and

dimensional lumber, connecting it to the concrete
beam below. The formwork was further reinforced
using pipe clamps and horizontal walers to contain
the outward forces of compaction. This method
is in keeping with widely-available literature on
rammed earth construction and approximates
the form-ties used in site-cast concrete. For
larger projects, the use of modular formwork
manufactured for use in site-cast concrete would
represent considerable savings in time and material,
but for a modest-sized project building it from
lumber was the most sensible approach. As the
wall was built in two sections, separated by a gate
at the center, we formed one side first and reused
the formwork on the second side after the first
was rammed. This approach allowed us to apply
lessons learned in the first side to the second,
and resulted in some material savings. However,
using new lumber for the formwork was one of
the least satisfying aspects of the project. It was
like we were building two walls, and throwing one
away at the end of the project. I justified the use
of the lumber for the formwork at the time by the
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fact that perhaps the test wall would lead to a lot
more people using rammed earth, and therefor
less concrete, which was a trade off that I deemed
worthwhile. I did not want to use slip forms to
make the wall, because I did not trust myself to
make a perfect wall that way, and it seemed to
me then as now that if the wall were not perfectly
plumb and straight, observers would think that
this was a characteristic of rammed earth, rather
than an error by the builder. This is true, but it
seems like these compromises of materials in
exchange for expediency are just the sort of thing
that lead builders to just* the use crappy materials
in place of more environmentallyresponsible
approaches, especially when the latter are more
time consuming.

managed the soil creation with an industrial bread
mixer, which was very effective for small quantities
but not appropriate to full-scale fabrication. Our
solution involved modifications to the revolving
paddles of a gasoline powered plaster mixer. This
produced a machine capable of mixing reasonablysized batches of the engineered soil, which were
then deposited in formwork and compacted.
A variety of mixtures were incorporated in the
wall for research purposes, each marked by an
embedded steel plaque identifying it. The mixing
method limited the size of aggregate used in
construction; crushed stone larger than threequarters of an inch caused problems for the
machine.
Compaction

Mixing

Mixing the clay, delivered to the site in a plastic
state, with sand and aggregates to final consistency
proved to be the most challenging aspect of
building the wall. During the laboratory phase we

In order to gain an understanding of the factors
influencing proper compaction, we placed and
compacted the first side of the wall by hand. This
approach permitted comparison of the efficiencies
of hand- versus-mechanical placement and

compaction. The first half of the wall was thus
placed with five-gallon-buckets in an assembly-line
fashion, and compacted with hand tampers, a tool
made from a steel plate mounted at the end of a
wooden handle. The soil is placed in the formwork
in layers eight inches deep, which are compacted
to approximatelyfive inches. This phase of the
project taught us a great deal about managing
material flow, the feeling of solid compaction,
and the value of perseverance. In order to get the
first side finished on time, we had several rammed
earth parties, in which we were able to get a great
deal compacted in exchange for barbecue and
beer. Charlie ran the barbecue and I supervised the
ramming. Most people seemed happy to get out
of their offices and laboratories for an afternoon
and participate in physical labor,. The beer part
was a little tricky to pull off, as there are many
regulations governing consumption of alcohol on
the MIT campus, but I got the beer anyway. All that
compacting makes people thirsty.
After the first half of the wall was complete we
removed the formwork. This was a great relief, as

we had been compacting for around a week and a
half and had not en what the finish would be, apart
from the section blocks at the end of each section.
When we pulled the first section nobody on the
crew could stop touching the wall. The surface was
beautiful! It was far smoother than I had hoped.
Even the holes where the clamps had gone through
were perfectly formed. We removed the rest of the
formwork and took the rest of the afternoon off.
We compacted the second half of the wall using
a pneumatic backfill tamper that I had ordered
through the internet. In addition, we placed the
soil with a hydraulic skidsteer loader, which we
rented for a week along with a large, tow-behind air
compressor to run the badrfill tamper.
The man delivering the equipment showed up
around 10 in the morning and asked if I would
like him to drive the machine off the truck. I agreed
that would be best. I had ordered the equipment
over the phone and was a little taken aback by the
size of it. I had never driven a loader before. The
man climbed in through the front and pulled down
a glass hatch. The machine was brand new and it
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looked very futuristic. He started the engine and
backed it down the ramp at the back of the flatbed
trailer. Then he shut it off and climbed out through
the front of the thing, the same way that he had
gotten in. Luckily, he asked if I was familiar with
the particular model, so I said no. Could he show
me where the key was? He ran me through the basic
procedures for the Bobcat as well as the diesel air
compressor, then got in his truck and drove away.
After half an hour I managed to get the loader
started, and turned a few circles around the site. It
seemed like it would be pretty easy to accidently
knock over a large section of the wall that we had
just built. Shuji, who had agreed to stay on for the
second half of the construction only if I would let
him drive the loader, wanted nothing to do with
it when he saw the size of the thing. Eventually,
though, he became very good at driving it around.
We practiced by removing one of the galvanized
steel post tops that we had cut off an inch above
the pavement of steel. It was nerve wracking to
drive the machine around on such a constricted
site. On the other hand, one bucket at the fiont of

the loader was worth almost 100 of the five gallon
buckets that we had been using to move the soil
before.
The second half went considerably faster,
construction taking approximately one quarter of
the time of the first half. Some of this gain in time
can be attributed to our increase in understanding
of the task at hand, but the use of a hydraulic
loader to place the soil and a pneumatic backfill
tamper to compact undoubtedly resulted in
considerable savings in labor. Some of this savings
must be applied toward the environmental and
economic cost of running and maintaining the
various machines, but it would seem that this
approach would make the most sense in a region
such as New England, where labor cost is high
relative to other regions of the United States.
Indeed, every contemporary rammed earth project
site visited during the first stage of the research
utilized mechanical methods of placement and
compaction.
When we were finished compacting the second
half of the wall, I called the equipment yard that

had rented us the loader, mixer, and compressor.
I had Charlie and Adam take apart the mixer and
dean it thoroughly. Over the course of the month
that we had it, we had sheared off the mixing
paddles twice. Luckily, Charlie was a welder, so
when this happened he would dean the machine
and weld them back in place. The rubber wipers
that made contact between the paddles and the
drum were entirely worn away, so we bought a new
set and installed them. Then I borrowed Ramage's
truck again, which luckily had a pintle hitch, and
hitched the mixer to the back and returned it
myself to avoid paying an additional $100 fee for
pickup.
When I returned the machines to the rental
yard I had to dthe Building Technology group
at MIT to get them to authorize payment for
the equipment. The rental was well over $1,000
dollars, which required the approval of the MIT
procurement office. The administrator in BT
handling the case called me back to say that
procurement was unwilling to let me rent the
equipment that I was asking for. At this point

I asked for the number of the official in the
Procurement office so I could speak to him directly,
sensing some confusion. Sitting in the cab of
Ramage's truck in the parking lot United Rentals,
I listened patiently to him for twenty minutes as
he explained all of the reasons that I would not be
able to rent the equipment. Most of the reasons
centered around the liability that MIT would incur
should anythmg go wrong while using it on MIT
property, which seemed reasonable enough. As he
was talking, my mind drifted. Somewhere I must
have sensed that it could not be entirely within
MIT policy to be using the equipment at N51. But
why didn't the official from Environmental Health
and Safety who stopped by regularly to say hello
and check on our progress say anything?For that
matter, it must have been against MIT policy to
allow Ed Robichaud, an independent contractor,
to dig up the yard for the foundation with his
backhoe. After 20 minutes or so, the official fiom
procurement had talked himself out. I played back
to him as best I could remember what he had said
about why it was that I would not be allowed to

Steel Cap
When compaction of the earth was complete,
we removed the forms and built a temporary
"
cap out of plywoood from the formwork, then
tarped the whole thing while we waited for the
money to come through for the steel cap. After
the debacle with procurement, I was determined
to arrange the rest of the payments according
to official procedure. When we had a steel order
form filled out I took it down to the Building
: Technology office. Because it was over $1000 of
metal, according to MIT policy the administrator
had to check to see whether core ten was listed as a
rent the equipment. He agreed that I understood it precious metal. Core ten was not listed as a precious
all correctly. I said that all sounded very reasonable. metal, but it was not on the list of non-precious
He agreed, and mentioned that he was sorry but
metals either, so we had to wait while another
that it was MIT policy and he was in no position
administrator verified that it was an acceptable use
to change it. Then, as gently as I could, I let him
of a departmental credit card. In addition, we had
know that I was not at the yard trying to rent the
to set up a purchase order, which the steel company
equipment, but was trying to return it. There was
resisted because as the order was hardly large
a long silence at the other end of the line. I waited. enough to be worth the trouble. Approximately
He authorized payment, but he made me agree that a month later the various administratorwere
I would never do that sort of thing again.
satisfied, and the steel was shipped. The cap was
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fabricated of core ten steel by Matt Stone, a welder
who had gone through art school with Charlie.
In the mean time, fall classes had begun again.
Between classes I dealt with various unresolved
issues at the site. Every time it rained I had trouble
sleeping, wondering whether the tarps had been
blown off the wall. In fact, after the tarps had
been on for a month, they started to rot from the
ultraviolet radiation, and develop holes at the
corners. In addition to worrying about the state of
the tarps, Ed had to replace some hulty asphalt

that he had laid on uncompacted soil, which sank
after the first few rainstorms. I had to be around
to supervise that. I was still trying to raise the
money necessary to finish the wall. I contacted
facilities to see whether I could get them to pay for
the steel cap. I was getting tired of the hoops that
I had to jump through every time I needed to get a
construction expense reimbursed.
When I contacted the head of Facilities, he
sent me back an email mentioning that they had
never heard of the rammed earth wall, and that
any construction on he MIT campus had to be
cleared with them first. Could I please come into
their office and explain what the project that I was
proposing? The following week I sent Facilities a
document with a full explanation of the project:
plans, sections, maintenance requirements, the
works, then scheduled a meeting the highest
administrator that I could get to. Afker the meeting
I emailed the head of Facilities again, and told him
that I was sorry for the misunderstanding,and that
I needed a forklift to install the steel cap on the
wall. He emailed me back twenty minutes later with
31
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SUSTAINAELESTRUCTURES

the phone number of the guy that would make
the arrangements for a forklift and two operators
whenever I was ready for them.
We installed the continuous cap of weathering
steel in sections using the forklift a week later. I
had to skip class in the midst of the installation,
but otherwise everything went well. The operators
were very professional and skilled at driving
the forklift. The cap rests on the top of the wall,
overhanging several inches on each side to keep
direct precipitation from the wall. The presence
of an impervious cap overhanging both sides
of a rammed earth wall should be considered
mandatory for all applications in New England. It
is as important to keep rammed earth dry from
above as protecting it from rising damp below.
Matt and I stayed on the site well past dark,
grinding the last of the welds by the light of a
halogen light set up in the alley.

Summary
Building the rammed earth wall at MIT has
demonstrated that the method can be done in
New England. The principal question remaining
to be answered is what soil to use in construction.
The technique of soil processing employed in the
construction of the demonstration wall is located
between two existing methods observed in the first
stage of research. The first method, a traditional
approach, utilizes soil as it occurs naturally on or
near the building site. This method is the most
advantageous environmentally, but can require
testing for each particular project as soils vary
widely and sometimes unpredictably. In the second
method, most often followed by rammed earth
builders in the Southwest United States, builders
mix engineered road building soils with a small
amount of portland cement. While this approach
offers predictable performance, it requires the use
of cement, whose environmental costs have been
outlined above, and often employs soils transported
far from their initial location, raising the
environmental cost. While both of these methods
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have been employed successfully in a range of
projects, either might be considered a compromise.
The use of marine clay, a consistent material
source abundant in the region, mixed with
commercially-available,locally produced aggregates
represents a third course, positioned between the
two outlined above. This third method can be
standardizedwithout the addition of Portland
cement due to the consistency of the clay. The
method contains great promise because it offers
predictable performance without the use of
environmentally damaging materials. Nevertheless,
a continuous-feed soil mixing and placement
machine must be developed before building with
engineered soil blends containing blue clay is
practically and economically feasible.
These thoughts about the design and fabrication
of a combination soil mixing and placing
apparatus form the next hypothesis investigated
in the thesis. In addition, I will look at the
possibility of deploying rammed earth in a large
scale, infrastructural capacity, to maximize the

environmental advantages over the building
techniques it supplants. Specifically, I will propose a
rammed earth sound barrier for use along a stretch
of limited access highway in Dorchester.

Rammed Earth N51: Credits
PROJECT TEAM Teagan Andres, Charles Mathis,
Omar Rabie, and Shuji Suzumori
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Dahmen, MIT Master of Architecture Candidate,
2006

ADVISOR John Ochsendorf, MIT Assistant
Professor of Building Technology
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Boston Society of Architects, Architectural League
of New York, Sasaki Associates, Inc., MIT School
of Architecture and Planning, MIT Council for the
Arts, MIT Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Edgerton Center, MIT, Schlossman
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Ochsendorf, MIT Assistant Professor of Building
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assit&mce in this project In addition, Ike ColBat,
ahe &an for Graduate Students at MIT,was wny

supportive and offered a great deal of advice
necessary to complete the project*
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3. THESIS: PROPOSAL FOR
RAMMED EARTH SOUND BARRIER
The success of the rammed earth wall, which
proved that the technique could be used in New
England, led me to look for other places that
rammed earth could be used as a replacement
for concrete. Sound barriers along highways was
one such area. There is a growing need for sound
barriers, and engaging with the state infrastructure
offers a chance to make a real impact on
construction practices. During the winter I set up
meetings with sate and federal highway officials to
discuss the possibility of building a rammed earth
sound barrier on a stretch of highway on Interstate
93.
The priorities expressed by the officials with
whom I met stressed the need for quality control
and worker efficiency. High labor rates and a
desire to keep workers off the highway meant
that methods used to build sound barriers had to
be very efficient with regard to time. This need

for quality control can be stated as a desire for
predictability, which we had run into already on the
rammed earth wall at MIT, where we had imported
sand to mix with the clay instead of using the site
soil, which had a great deal of debris mixed in
with it. The rammed earth sound barrier required
moving more in the direction of standardization of
the material.

Hypothesis
Rammed earth must be standardized for
widespread use. Mechanization will allow for
large-scale infrastructural works at significant
reduction of natural resources.
Investigation
A proposal for 1560' long rammed earth sound
barrier along I93 in Dorchester. It included
conceptual and physical modeling of mechanization
37
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There is a growing need for sound bar

proximity to highway systems calls for an effective method of diminishing highway noise while preserving appearances on both sides of the wall. Rammed earth, a technique whose origins go back thousands
of years but has been updated for use in contemporary construction, may hold the most promise for a
I

I

natural, environmentally-friendly technique for building effective, durable, and beautifut sound bamers
along the Massachusetts Turnpike.

--the sound.:walls
.'.along t e Massachusetts
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Published surveys show residents of communities in which the walls are erected prefer natural matetials
to concrete barriers (Cohn and Bowlby, 539).
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cost. The life-expectancy of sound bamers constructed of timber is estimated at 15-25 years by the Forest
Products Laboratory, a government agency promoting the use of timber in construction. This short life
span, after which the walls must be disposed of and replaced, is achieved only by treating the wood with
toxic preservatives such as arsenic, chromium, and copper (3),ThW8 a considerable dose of chemicals
for walls whose purpose is to appear "natural." Moreover, the hisher maintenance costs of the wood
vim~allythe same as concrete, whose acoustic performance
and durability (though not its appearance) is superior to that of timber. Data from testing indicates that
the acoustic performance of most timber barriers is barely acceptable weeks after they are installed. Tests
have susgested that this initial performance generally declines as the wooden walls age, due to weathering,
cracking and settlement.

W h y use rammed earth for sound barriers alongside Massachusetts highways? In contrast to concrete
and preserved timber, rammed earth is a minimally-processed natural material that harmonizes with its
surroundings without requiring the use of chemicals or ene

sses. In rammed earth c

struaion, natural soil is moistened and compacted in layers wi

strutted of rammed earth reflect the beauty of their surroundings, because the material is drawn from the
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MIT ACOUSTICAL SURVEY
Savin Hill, MA
Date of Interview:
Time of interview: ,
Name: (Optional)
Address: (Optional)
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Questions
1. Do you live in Savin Hill, Darchester?

N

(/r<.

4-10 years over

2. How long have you lived st the present address? 0-1 year 1-3 years

'.

3. Are you aware of the noise when you are outside your house?

N

4. Are you aware of the noise from the highway when inside your house?

ON

5. Is t h e ~ a ~ p a ~ i c utime
l a r when the noise from the highway is especially loud?

-@o

A-G~

10-2pm

2-5pm

< ~ ~ 8 ~ - & 1 2 a m 12-6am

other
6. Is there a particular time when the noise from the highway is especially quiet?
6-10 AM
10-2pm
2-5pm
5-8pm 8-12am
12-6am
other
7. W b e d d h e noise from the highway bother you the most?
(6- 10
10-2pm
2-5pm
5-8pm 8-12am

----

AM

f

12-6am

J

other

8, When, if ever, does the noise from the highway not bother you?

6-10 AM

10-2pm

2-5pm

5-8pm 8-12am

12-6am

9. Would you be in f m r of a wall built to block the sound in the neighborhood? Y

N

10. Would you help build a sound barrier wall if someoneelse paid for the materials?
11. If you had a

wood

sttawbales
h

steel

.,.-

12. What negative eficts do you think could result from a sound barrier wall?

recycled materials

Sound Barrier Specfications
Materials for 1560' x 12'x 2' sound barrier wall along 193
from Boston Globe to Savin Hill Avenue Bridge
1386 cubic yards of soil compacted
416 cubic yards of blue clay
1553 cubic yards of %"- aggregate
1025 cubic yards of sand
890 cubic yards of reinforced concrete for foundation and
cap

BUDGET FOR 1560' SOUND BARRIER WALL 12' HIGH
FROM BOSTON GLOBE TO SAVlN HILL AVENUE, DORCHESTER

MATERIALS
Clay
Sand
27,676 clf $24 per ton
Gravel
14,257 cf 314" minus crushed stone
Trucking
1.7 million tons of clay trucked from downtown
construction sites to Savin Hill, Dorchester
Formwork:
Foundation $401ft
Cap

$40,000

15 % Overhead
MATERIALS TOTAL

LABOR
Earth rammed at 1.5 sf per man hour
18,720 sf of wall 12,480 hr total x $20 plhr = $249,600
4 people employed for 390 days at $20 plh
10 people employed for 156 days at $20 plh
50 people employed 31 days at $20 plh
310 people empoyed for one day at $20 plh.
Or 100 people for 39 days at $8 per hour
LABOR TOTAL
TOTAL COST CALCULATED AT $40 PFF

These calculations leave $170,000 for cost overruns

Free
$3 1,968

UBCIaMiw
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strategy and form, and meetings with civil
engineers and other officials of Massachusetts
Department of Transportation (MassHighways)
and Federal Highway Administration to discuss
rammed earth sound barriers. The appeal of
infrastructure to the architect is the massive
change that can be effected through these means.

Overview

.

.
,

- .

This section of the thesis is based on the
assumption that population density in the
United States will continue to rise along major
transportation corridors, bringing increasing
numbers of citizens into 'lose proximity with
limited access highways- I Propose a sound barrier
built of rammed earth along a stretch of Interstate
93 in the Savin Hill neighborhood of Dorchester. I
choose this neighborhood because it suffers from
unreasonably loud highway noise from the Boston
Globe to Savin Hill Avenue. As one of the oldest
neighborhoods in Boston, it is worth protecting.
.
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March 8,2006
Flew to DC and back today for meeting at Turner
Fadx~nkHi&way Research Center at Langley,
Virginia. Rented a car to get from Dulles to TFHRC.
Irony of it all was that all they had in the lot was
a Nissan Pathfinder, so I arrived at the meeting
in an SUV. TFHRC in Langley, VA, and shares
an entrance with the CIA. Seven staff members
in attendance at the meeting: always surprising
that people will come to hear anyone talk about
a wall of dirt Productive meeting. TFHRC has a
device adapted from a plane-launchingcatapult
on aircraft carriers to launch cars at construction
elements to see how they hold up under the impact.
Unfofiunatelyno one was using the machine n the
day of my visit. ~ l s saw
o some advanced structural
testing in huge indoor laboratory and testing space.
Interesting Pi-shaped experimental fiber reinforced
beams. in all a good visit.

. .

.

PRESENT CONCERNS

Overview
Background research on the history of the highway in America
earth to make a sound barrier was a foregone conclusion that ignores larger situational
issues. Rethinking orientation of project to address larger issues.
1) Separation problem: Questioningthe impulse to create andabsolute separation of
transportation corridors from residential and other built areas. This separation has*
been a foregone conclusion for the most part in highway construction in America.
A. Elevated expressways (Boston, Knoxville).
B. Buried expressways (Boston), putting them completelty out of sight and thus
hiding a fact of everyday life. Also the e x p e n c e of the driver is reduced to a
narrow tunnel in which aesthetics have played virtually no role.
C. Walled Expressways: bamers cutting off views and attempting absolute
separation
D. Seems that perhaps the barrier should engage the paradox of hiding transport
corridors rather than attemtping a complete division of these two things. permit
and bring about connection between two experiences.

E. Possible that rammed earth is not the best material with which to achieve aims of
1 ) material should arise out conditions of the site and goals of the intervention
2) use of rammed earth was decided in advance.
3) Question: how to engage in this sort of thinking without reverting to square 1
in the project?
11) Built vs. Proposed: considering the life of a proposal beyond its immediate context.
A. Rammed Earth Sound Bamer: In order to build 100'long example project along a
highway would cost approximatelv $50,000 and require approximately 8 weeks of
construction time for completion. On site work would need to be started March
15,2006 at the latest. Know better after meeting with FHWA next week.
B. This route could require mshing through design in favor of construction, possibly
compromising research and educational values
C. Considering the possiblity of multiphase approach
I ) Stage 1 : Thesis investigating relationship of highways to built areas
a) Deliverables:
i ) infrasturctural plan defining new relationship of major transport
corridors to built fabrics in specific location
ii) Documentation with communication with FHWA and all outdie
contractors, including cost estimates for work
iii) Written document summarizing design and key findings

mi".
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Meeting at Turner Fairbank Highway
Research Center
Langley, VA
March 8,2006
Attending the meeting
Ian M . Friedland, P.E.
FhwA Office of Infrastructure R&D
Technical Director, Bridge and Structures
R&D
Chris Corbisier, Civil Engineer (Noise Specialist)
FHwA Planning and Environment
Office of the Natural Environment
Mark Ferroni, Noise Team Leader
FHwA Office of Planning, Environment, and
Realty,
Office of Natural and Human
Environment
Mike Adams, Geotechnical Research Engineer
FhwA Office of Infrastructure R&D
Carl Early, Geotechnical Research Engineer
FhwA Office of Infrastructure R&D
One Other TFHRC Researchers who Appeared to
be a Civil Engineer

Purpose of meeting
Solicit feedback and advice from leading civil
engineering experts on highway infrastructure on
feasibility and research objectives to develop an
environmentally-friendly sound barrier constructed
of rammed earth.
Materials
Slide presentation of RE research carried out so far
and future RESB research objectives
6 page report summarizing preliminary research
findings on Rammed Earth
Research objectives for RESB
Resume
Duration
2 hours.

Joe Dahmen
Prepared for meeting at Turner Fair'banksHighway Research Center
March 5,2006
PuRPoseOFNIEmC

1. Evaluate Peasibility of canmctlng emtlranrnefitally sustainable saund bardm an
limited access highways

2. Ensure rammed earth sound barrier research objectives are relevant to FHwA

Immediate Objectives
Mechanize rammed earth c a ~ c t i o process
n
I. Objective bring price o f rammed earth within FHwA construction wst
guidelines
2. Test a ~ ~ f ~perfermance
t i e
of wall
Objective ensure that rammed earth fulfills basic acoustic critm-afor Category I
and I1 sound barriers

3, Devel~pappropriate foundation detsils
Objecthre generate fmndaticm details in accurdanoe with current standards of
FHwA
Longer Term Objectives
1. Investigatesteel and/or fabric reidorcement
Objective ensure compliance with state and federal building code and investigate
possibility af using rammed earth in areaw of seismic activity

2. Identify mgiomal sources of chty
Objective explore the applicabiIityof rammed earth to various regions of the US

3. Investigate natural coverings
Objective investigate hardy plant species that might be grown on surface faces of
wall to improve acoustic and visual petfomance

.

Transcribed notesfrom the meeting at TFHRC
Many present registered concern about the height
restrictions of RE; often SB walls are 20-30 feet
high, subjecting them to large wind forces. Can RE
withstand that? Also reinforcement was brought
up: will the wall meet seismic codes? Possibility of
adding short nylon fibers (possibly recycled carpet
fibers or other short polypro fibers) was discussed
to help with the tensile performance and it was
acknowledged
that such research could take a long
.
.
-.
time. .
General sense was that the way to get the product
out there was to corner a particular segment or
niche in the market: i.e. perhaps not all walls, . .
but rather SB under 10 feet or some such. Maybe
the "product" (as they referred to the RE wall
throughout the meeting, with the general sense
that I was trying to bring a product to market,
which I suppose is the truth-maybe this answers
why I am flying all over the place meeting with
these suits) would go over better in the southwest,
or on National Park Service lands, where aesthetics
are one of the prime concerns.
'

'

'

,

Suggested That at $25 per face foot (i.e. in
elevation) would guarantee me a market for RESB
nearly anywhere. Prefab and sitecast concrete can
run between $40-100 psff (very rough estimate that
1do not trust)
Structural Factors of Sound Barrier Design:
1. Wall's own weight
2. Wind load
3. Seismic load
4. Acoustic Performance
Must be able to validate that system works
according to the above. ,
Acknowledged that precast concrete panels can
be made to look like just about anything, which
is tough to fight against (although I have yet to
see a single precast concrete panel that actually
looks good). Other advantage to precast panels
are that they diminish time on site, which in the
case of HSB is fairly hazardous: it is considered
advantageous to keep the amount of worker hours
on the site to a minimum. Look at stretch of road

Friedland, Ian wrote:

> Mr. Dahmen,
>
> I'm afraid that we would need more lead time than a few days to organize a meeting and
presentation, and check on the availability of staff, as many of us book up our calendars weeks and
months in advance. For example, Iam fully committed all next week to meetings and travel and
have no free time. Can Isuggest that you look at the time period between March 1and 10 and
see if any dates might work for you, and we'll then see what works best for the folks here?

>
> Best regards,
> Ian Friedland
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Joe Dahmen [mailto:jdahmen@MIT.EDU]
> Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Friedland, Ian
> Cc: Richter, Cheryl; McCracken, John; Judycki, Dennis; Henderson, Gary; sussman@MIT.EDU;
Wright, Bill; Adams, Mike; jgermaine@MIT.EDU; Yung Ho Chang
> Subject: Re: MIT Rammed Earth Highway Sound Barrier

>
>
>
>

Dear Mr. Friedland,

Many thanks for the opportunity to present my research on rammed earth construction to the
Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center.

>
>

Icould come to McLean either Tuesday or Wednesday of next week to present my research
on rammed earth barriers if that is convenient for you. Is there a particular time on either of those
days that will work for you and the relevant TFHRC staff?

>
>
>
>
>

Iwill pass along your regards to prof. Sussman the next time Isee him.
Best,
Joe Dahmen

> Friedland, Ian wrote:
>
>> Mr. Dahmen
>>
>> Your email to Associate Administrator Judycki was forwarded to me for information. We
would be very interested in learning about your research and the sound barrier construction
technology that you are working on. We might also be able to provide some input on factors
and considerations that should be addressed during the course of the research and field
demonstrations, should the research proceed to that stage.

>>
>> Please let me know an approximate time-frame that you would be able to meet with us at
Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center (we are located in McLean, Virginia, about 10 minutes
from downtown DC), and Iwill check on availability of the appropriate FHWA staff
> > Best regards,
Ian Friedland
>>
> > p.s. -- please give my regards to Professor Sussman
>>
>>
>> ***************************************************
>> Ian M. Friedland, P.E.
> > Technical Director, Bridge & Structures R&D
>> Federal Highway Administration
> > Office of Infrastructure R&D
>> HRDI-03, Room F-211
> > 6300 Georgetown Pike
>> McLean, VA 22101
>> ph 202-493-3023 / fax 202-493-3086
> > em ian.friedland@fhwa.dot.gov
>> ***************************************************

from Buffalo to Toronto (Route 401?) just as it
enters Toronto for a test wall of many different
finishes.
Possible to suggest the RESB in New Mexico,
where the Native Americans are concerned
about aesthetics of barrier walls (!). Also many
opportunities on park service land
May be necessary to do impact testing: crash
test objectives are generally to make products
that return vehicles to roadway with minimal
damage. Walls that disintegrate under impact,
sometimes on the drivers that crash into them,
are generally undesirable. Unclear whether impact
testing would be a necessity for implementation.
(Perhaps the catapult at TFHRC could be used
to fire a Buick at a RESB section at some point in
the future?) General sense is that requirements
for SB implementation, or even standards beyond
minimal ones specified by Federal mandate, vary
considerably from state to state due to climatic and
site conditions.

Quality control of the final product was raised as a
pertinent issue: how to ensure that the clay content,
aggregate and so forth were present in the necessary
quantities. Also need a range of values within which
construction can fall and still pass: i.e. not simply
an optimal moisture content for compaction, but
two values between which compaction will be
acceptable, and a method for testing that.
T at top of roof is generally considered to be worth
two extra feet of sound barrier, and in the field it
is often suggested to simply build two extra feet
higher rather than building a T section unless one is
desirable aesthetically.
Maintenance, with graffiti was raised as a concern.
GRS (Geotextile Reinforced Soil) is often used
as a rockfall barrier along highways. This is
being investigated at TFHRC in the geotechnical
engineering research group. Basically, layers of a
geotextile (woven polypropylene) are laid down and
lifts of soil compacted on top of them to around

operator position

soil scoop

95% compaction. The wall is faced with CMU on
both sides, largely for aesthetic proposes (!) Could
not tell whether they build the CMU walls then
compact the soil, or vice versa, but it sounded like
the latter.

Ian Friedland repeatedly suggested the possibility
of pursuing RESB at the state level with Mass
DPW (under which MassHighways is a division).
He suggested that Professor Sussman at MIT has
links with organization within Mass Highways,
especially perhaps the director of research. Believe
this to be the same one from whom I have recently
received a response (or perhaps his underling) but
must check on this.
Possible sources of funding:
TFHRC is a research facility that gets its money
from the FhwA, and is recently under increased
congressional control as to how it spends it. But
oversight notwithstanding, TFHRC is in a similar
boat to me: it carries out research ,and gets
money to do it. It is not so much in the business of

handing out money, or supporting research outside
of its facility. The products that it produces are
spread around through
1. Publications
2. Training sessions
3. Information packages
Gradually the picture emerges: research is done that
is implemented, if at all, by private contractors who
actually get the road and infrastructure contracts
from the Gov't. So it is sort of weird, but a model
not dissimilar to a research university, without the
students, supported by taxpayers.
Federal Lands
Park Service
Federal Lands Highway: consultants for NPS, US
Forest Service, and sometimes the Department of
Defense(!). Seem to operate out of FhwA budget
(?)but not sure. Seem to advice other government
agencies when they have road building needs on
their own land. This is as opposed to the interstates
themselves, which are not owned by the Federal

-----Original Message----From: Joe Dahmen [mailto:jdahmen@mitM
Sent: Monday, March 06,2006 12:29 AM
To: Fallon, John (MHD)
Subject: Rammed Earth Sound Barrier
Dear Mr. Fallon,
Thank you for your interest in the research that we are doing on rammed
earth sound barriers within the Building Technology Research Group at
MIT It would be very useful to meet with appropriate staff in your office
to ensure that future research is relevant to practical concerns of the
Massachusetts Highway Department.
Iwould consider it an honor to come to your o

to present the research thus far. I f your
in the afternoon on Monday or
dates are too soon, the afternoons of the loth,
would work fine as well. Please feel free to sug!
times if these are not convenient for you.
Ilook forward to meeting you and any other rn
might find the research relevant.
Best regards,
Joe Dahmen
__________L________---_----------------------

Joseph Dahmen
jdahmen@mit.edu

Government, but rather the states that maintain
them.

Type I1 sound barriers along existing highways are
on a "voluntary" basis.

National Highway Institute: Offers 2-3000 courses
and training
Ian Friedland suggested the following funding
sources:

Sound barriers must accord with published Aashto
certifications, available on the web.

Transport Research Board

Notes from the meeting with Massachusetts
Highway Department
Boston, MA
March 10, 2006

New standards are generic designs-- set of
parameters that can be deployed in a range of
circumstances. Cost of these in Massachusetts
is between $40-$50 per face foot. This price is
expected to fall in the near future as it is much
higher than the $25 or so that used to be the norm
during the mid go's, before the adoption of the
new generic designs.

Type 1 Sound Barrier Construction: new roadway
or new lanes on existing roadway.
Sound barrier required in MA when sound levels
will exceed 67 dB overall or cause a lOdB increase
over ambient sound levels.

Wind loading is the major factor in design strength.
Have experienced problems with panels popping
out due to excessive deflections of tall walls using
existing designs.

Goal of Sound barriers is to effect lOdB minimum
decrease at first row of houses from the highway.

24' is the maximum height of sound barriers built
in Massachusetts.
Sound is a product of tires on the road, engine
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-----Original Messge----From: Fallon, John (MHD)
Sent: Thursday I March loI 2006 12:29 AM
To: Joe Dahmen [mailto:~dahmen@~it,~d~7
Subject: Rammed Earth Sound Barrier

Joe
Nice job today. Very interesting was the
consensus. I will be mailing info to you
as I come across extra copies pertinent
documents. Sorry for the half hazard
manner.
The following persons were at today's
Presentations

-

Lou Rabito PE. Highway ?esign

-

Carrie Straaffeld Highway Design
Matthew M o r b o
Seaion
Cash I? E. - Preject Manager
Pete Connors Geoted, Se&jon
Nabil Hourani Geotech Section
German Neito Highway Design
Maliha Akhtar - highway design
Melissa Migue -1 GeotechJemal Ali Highway
Design

-Environments/

-

-

noise, and exhaust stack. Average stack height
figured to be 12' in Massachusetts, so most sound
walls must be at least this tall. Also embankments
often slope away from the road ,meaning sound
walls must be considerably taller than 12' to reach
effective target height.
Various engineers suggested pursuing RE sound
barriers in Southwestern states, where the
technique is already in use to build homes etc. in
addition to New England.
Quality control of the material is a large issue.
Preferred scenario two, where clay is stockpiled
and dried and pulverized prior to re hydration
and use, to scenario 1, where clay is used directly
from the truck that brings it wet from the site for
nualitv
control reasons. Best of all would be to
Y--- vrefabricated sections in order to minimize
we
construction time along highway. Although in type
I construction, when job site will be ongoing, this
is less of an issue. There is an initiative to install
sound barriers prior to road construction so that it
4

limits the noise associated with that activity.
Design of material must keep construction in mind.
They get proposals from contractors frequently
wanting to build test walls out of sustainable
materials(!) but there is no formal process set up to
bring this about.
Suggested building a rammed earth wall at a rest
area might be a good place to test the technique.
Time less of a constraint and people could see it.
Less bad if it fails there.
Perhaps the best way would be to try to set up a
research link with Mass Highways. This implies
perhaps that they might do the building?
Easiest way possible to set up a research link with
MIT would be through state schools with whom
MassHighways and other government agencies
already collaborate.
Masshighways would have to submit RFP (request

for proposals) which would then be answered by a
specific professor at MIT)(?)John Fallon seemed
somewhat excited by the prospect of setting up
research links with MIT but did not seem sure
how this would happen and seemed as though the
decision was somewhat over his head. Easiest way
methodologically might be to find someone doing
this sort of research at UMass and partner with
them, as the infrastructure is more or less in place
to set this up now.

Must be able to write specifications for allowable
soil types, including gradation of particle sizes,
allowable amounts of clay, reinforcement required,
etc. Most of the specs for sound barriers are
available as Aashto standards.
Savin Hill SB north of Boston Globe will be built
with steel H piles with prefabricated concrete
slats inserted between the piles. Contract awarded
earlier n the month. Probably cost between $40-50

pff. Wall will be 400' long located north of Boston
Globe. There may not be drawings of this wall, only
a text description.
Wind case C and D, Aashto standards(?)
SB required to meet minimum ASTM standard
tests for freezing, thaw, spalling requirements for
the state of Massachusetts.
Recommend investigating the following agencies:
New England Recycling Center
New Frontiers

Summary
The research and meetings with local and
federal highway officials suggest that rammed
earth can be adapted for widespread use on
infrastructural projects throughout the United
States. Mechanization of the construction
processes will allow for large-scale infrastructural
works at significant reduction of natural

resources. However, state agencies move slowly
and cautiously. State highway engineers are very
conservative and have little incentive to try new
ideas that might cause problems. The central
concern raised at the state and federal level is that
of quality control. Working within bureaucracy
requires establishing extensive specificationsis
service of this. Building a rammed earth sound
barrier will require a long-term campaign and will
likely occur in the southwest where they are more
familiar with the method and some standards
already exist.
As my research on a rammed earth sound
barrier progressed, a paradox emerged about the
relationship of standardization to the embodied
energy of rammed earth. As rammed earth
becomes more standardized, the environmental
costs associated with transportation and
processing rise. Environmental gains are sacrificed
for efficiency and predictability. Thus the initial
hypothesis, which claimed that rammed earth
must be standardized for widespread use, was

valid, but working toward the standardization
revealed that time efficiency and resource efficiency
are often inversely proportional to each other. This
led to the third hypothesis, which compares these
two sometimes antithetical forms of efficiency.
Material efficiency is explored at the expense of
practicality and time efficiency.

4. ANTITHESIS

The meetings with highway officials led to a
paradox, expressed as the inversely proportional
relationship of time to materials efficiency, which
I had come across during the construction of the
rammed earth wall at MIT. The construction
schedule prevented us from utilizing the site
soils for the wall. Instead, we had sand and gravel
delivered to the site and mixed it mechanically
with the clay, which was also imported. These
operations resulted in a very homogenous wall
that eliminated all off the idiosyncrasies present
in the site soil. This was good for productivity,
but represented a large amount of energy in
transportation and material processing. These
same operations were repeated at a much larger
scale in the plans for the rammed earth sound
barrier, in which the required quality control
necessitated even greater predictability of
materials. While importing the materials for the
rammed earth wall permitted a great deal of timeefficiency, they resulted in a larger amount of
resource use than would have been the case had
the site materials been incorporated in the wall.

The exercises in the antithesis section of the
thesis seek to reverse this trend of importing
predicable material in favor of working only with
the materials on a particular site (the bounded
operation). This return to a kind of "nonstandard" practice also contained within it the seed
of its own demise: limiting the material to that
which can be found on a particular site, a form of
radical site specificity, ultimately constrains formal
expression so much that almost no statement can
be made. Particularly as this method moved from
the exercises in the courtyard out into the marginal
spaces along the highway, it became apparent
that importing materials was as important for
conceptual reasons as physical ones.
A question might be posed about the relevance
of learning to work within the severe limitations
of found materials and a minimal budget during
a time of great financial prosperity. Certainly
there were times during the semester when I felt
as though the way that I was learning to work
might be more suited to say, rural China, than
the economic and material prosperity of the
57

post-industrial United States. Leaving aside for a
moment the hunger for limited resources by the
construction processes specified by architects,
the contention here is that learning to build in
a way that requires as little money as possible
ensures that when the fortunes of the architect
are lifted along with the rest of the economy, the
prior training in minimal methods ensure that
the architect will use the increased funding to
do more interesting things than spending the
money needlessly on gold plated fixtures for the
bathroom. That alone should provide incentive in
learning to work in this way.
Hypothesis
: .
.
.
The most materially-efficient approach is bounded
by the site.
Investigation
The principal means of investigation for this
section is the creation of five building blocks

.

.
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based exclusively on materials that were found on
particular sites. These activities introduced the
"bounded operation'" in which the activities and
materials were wholly circumscribed by a specific
location, utilizing no off site material processing,
or introduction of outside materials. The blocks
created are small in scale, generally measuring
no larger than two feet by three feet and formally
simple, due to the constraints of the process. The
interest in the bounded operation comes from
several sources. -

Five Projects Investigating the Antithesis
Locations: Fort Point, Building N5 1 Courtyard,
Dog Park Island
Dimensions: variable
Materials: entirely bounded by site
Tools: minimal
Hypothesis: Embodied energy can be diminished
by moving away from standardized processes in
favor of materials and operations bounded by the
site.
These five projects investigate the shortcomings
of the rammed earth wall at N5 1, prioritizing
material efficiency over time efficiency and
convenience.

Friday March 3 1,2005
....Set about making formwork out of the beer
cases and other cardboard that had been awaiting
the recycler. Using hot glue gun sitting on pavement
in lot. Built a box roughly 3 feet by 1 foot by 2.5 feet
high. Took old plastic grocery bags and wrapped
them around it to keep the boxes from blowing
out under pressure of paper slurry I was about to
pour in. Whole thing looked tragic. Maybe getting
somewhere.. ..Next attempt with the drill mixer
was more successful. 20 minutes reduced the
month's paper to a pulpy slurry. Emptied that in
the wheelbarrow and threw in some old rammed
earth mix that was slumping away in a corner
of the yard, a holdover from last summer that
had to be disposed of anyway. Tipped that in the
wheelbarrow. Put the hoe to it. Mix is strangely
lightweight, much easier to work than concrete.
Grabbed a handful and made a ball out of it.
Unfamiliar feeling.. .

Tools: Hot Glue gun, knife, drill, steel mixing
paddle
.. . . . .
.. . . #.. ..'
Distance driven: 3 miles
.
Electricity used: 1.1 kwh
.. .
C02 emitted in construction: 3.61bs
,

-

'

.

,

..

..

.

.

.

.

This block is the result of an investigation into
the potential of recycling as a building material.
Materials other than flower seeds were those found
in pile of recycling for month of March. Binder is
paper pulped with water and compressed into box

. formwork.

Dimensions: 12x30~30"
Materials: Entirety of one month's recycling: cans,
bottles, bags, newspaper, magazines, cardboard
boxes, flower seeds, water. Formwork: cardboard
boxes, plastic bags, hot glue

Dog Park Island Rammed Earth Block
Dimensions: 36~30x12"
Materials: Clay, sand, and shells found on site
Formwork: mobile rolling reusable
Tools: manual rammer
Distance driven: 12 miles
Electricity used: 0 kWh
C02 emitted in construction: 7.81bs
Dog Park Island (Victory Road Park) was created
through illegal dumping of construction debris
into Dorchester Bay on a 23 acre site from 19791983. The Metropolitan District Commission
covered the debris with three feet of Boston Blue
Clay to contain the contamination and opened it
as a public park in 1986.

354 Congress Rammed Earth Block

Location: cut in asphalt parking lot prior to
construction of new building
Dimensions: 36~36x12"
Materials: 90%sitesoil (broken bridr, sand, ash,
mixed media) mixed with lO%gypsumplaster,
water
Formwork: mobile rolling reusable
Tools: manual rammer
Distance driven: 0 miles
Electricity used: 0 kwh
C02 emitted in construction:Olbs

Birdseed Block
Dimensions: 12x24~24"
Materials: Limited to what could be found in
courtyard.
Block: Clay, sand, sticks, plastic bottles, birdseed
Formwork: recycled lumber from courtyard,
screws, clamps
.
Tools: screwgun, hand saw
Distance driven: 0 miles
Electricity used: .22 kwh
C 0 2 emitted in construction:.3lbs
1

,

..

.

Construction Furniture
Dimensions: 12'x4'x3'
Materials:wood sheeting, road sign, salvage lumber
from construction site.
Tools: broom
Distance driven: 0 miles
Electricity used: OkWh
C02 emitted in construction: 0

Summary
The initial hypothesis about the efficiency of
building only with materials present on a given site
was proven true, although the limitations of building
on a particular site only with the material found
there limits the expressive potential of such activity
severely. Where a reevaluation of marginal sites is
desired, such a reevaluation requires more than the
site materials alone can offer. Start with trashadd nothing-end with trash results in a nonstatement. Most of the exercises in this section
were carried out in the courtyard of MIT, which
was a sort of "non-siten-- although the materials
were drawn from the site there was no real attempt
to make a commentary on the site as a site. When I
carried the experimentation to sites away from the
courtyard, a problem became apparent: the refusal to
use any materials that were not drawn from the site
resulted in limited expression and a product that was
almost indistinguishable from the site itself. In short,
it was hard to make pieces that said anything at all
about a particular site. This was problematic, as I
was working with an eye toward the sites along the
66

highway, to try to draw attention to them as spaces
worthy of use, or at least consideration. It was clear
that some other way of working was needed.
Reclaiming derelict spaces in a resourceintelligent way requires a hybrid approach toward
materials and techniques. Derelict sites often
require something more than the materials present
on site alone can offer. In contrast, arriving at the
site with all new materials results in the statement
overpowering the particular character of the site.
The condition of derelict spaces determined by a
lack of concern, so addressing the shortcomings of
the site requires importing something to the site for
conceptual as well as practical reasons.

5.SYNTHESIS
This section contains site experimentation in three
distinct locations along Interstate 93 in and around
the neighborhood of Savin Hill, Dorchester. This
was the area that I studied to propose a rammed
earth sound barrier. When it became clear that
building the sound barrier was out of the question,
I returned to the sites to drawn by the marginal
spaces along the highway. I had found the spaces
while looking for local resources to use in building
the sound barrier; I was beginning to regard the
spaces themselves as a sort of wasted resource.
These spaces were often used by marginalized
members of society. Equipment AUey was used as
an informal park by area residents on Sundays,
but was too dangerous to use on the other days of
the week because of the truck traffic there. Dead
Man Alley, which I named for the homeless man
that had died there the week before I built my
structure in the alley. DogPark Island was created
by the illegal dumping of construction debris into
Dorchester Bay but during the 1980's.
My intention was to test some of what I had
learned in the previous material experiments
on these particular sites. The marginal sites
introduced a new challenge: whereas the previous
experiments had not taken the site into account
except as a source of materials, these projects
confront the site as material. Moreover, the

temporary occupation of the spaces in question is
an attempt to draw attention to them as cast-off
spaces that might offer an opportunity for creative
reuse. As such, the material strategies had to
somehow engage the sites in a more comprehensive
way then the previous exercises. I relaxed somewhat
my previous restriction to use only material from a
site.
The rules for this section are the following:
All tools and materials must be brought to the site
in my car, a Ford Escort.
Materials used must be 80% from the site
20% of materials can be imported
No material used can be harmful to the
groundwater as it decomposes.
The blue foam from which several of the projects
are constructed I found in large chunks along the
side of the highway that borders on Dorchester Bay
and sawed into planks at the MIT woodshop.

Hypothesis
Reevaluating marginal sites requires a hybrid
approach in which the binder is imported.
Description of project
temporary occupation of the marginal spaces along
the highway. Considers site as the block of material.
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Trash Cove Cottage
.

Location: Trash Cove
.
.
Dimensions: 8'x8'x7'
Materials: found lumber, found
.
. polystyrene
.
foam,
.
.
seagrass, rope, tire
.
,
.
.
.
.
:
.
.
Tools: none
. .
.
. .
Electricity used: none
Distance driven 14miles
C02 emitted in construction: 9.11bs
,

A

.

This structure investigates the relationship of
building to site. It was built exclusively with
materials found in a cove of Dorchester Bay
adjacent to an off ramp of Interstate 93. No
building materials were imported to the site; tools
were limited to those using no energy other than
that of the user.

Sunday, April 2, Barn
...By 4 pm the next day I had picked up nearly
all of the timbers at the site that were small enough
for me to carry. The structure was high enough that
I had to stand on timbers dragged to its edge for the
purpose of stacking the last pieces. From inside I
could stand straight up and be hidden completely
from the road, although the spaces between
the timbers meant that the sound
was virtually
- .

unchanged from inside. The configuration dowed
me to obauve the off ramp without being seen....
I gathered armloads of the sep strew thzt covers
the tidal region of the mud&rtr of Tnoh Cove,
bringing the damp straw past the brambles to the
inside of the hut. Studr the rtnnv into the gaps
between pieces of wood to create a more complete
enclosure. 15 loads of straw and assorted trwh
along with it and the inside of the structure was
now a mostly continuous surfice of hay. Not too
good against the weather but nevertheless makes
the thing look solid from the outside and creates
more of a sense of enclosure on the inside. It was
built in roughly the same way as a bird builds a
home: sticks intertwinedmore or less at random
but the whole thing forming a more or less
contiguous whole. When I shook a timber at the

middle of the wall, the whole nest swayed gently,
gravity and the intertwined aspect of the all of the
planks serving to hold it together in a monolithic
manner. I picked up the shovel and the rest of my
things and walked the half-mile back to the car.

Blue Foam Construction #I
Location: N5 1 Courtyard
Dimensions: .S1x6'x5'
Materials: Structure: salvaged resawn polystyrene
foam, hot glue, tape
Tools: electric bandsaw, knife, car
Distance driven: 9.1 miles
Electricity used: 2.2kWh
C02 emitted in construction: 9.21bs
Goals: use minimal means to establish structure.
Use car to provide formwork for debris
encountered alongside highway on travels to and
from site. Create value in debris by adding labor to
it. Present familiar material in unfamiliar form.

Thursday April 27th
In the courtyard working on the car structure in the
courtyard until 3am. Structure built with hot glue,
masking tape and foam from DogPark Island using
car as formwork. Construction delayed for several
hours while I waited for Dewart to vacate the
shop so I could run the barnacled 1x3~4"chunks
of blue foam through the bandsaw. Car structure
collapsed in stages today. Complete pancake by
lpm. Progressive failure, said Axel, who was there to
see it as he was working on his skyscraper. Missed
opportunity for video. Oh well. Performed better

than I thought it would. Structure stood from the
time I backed the car out form under it to when I
left. Glue remains in several spots of windshield of
the car

Blue Foam Construction #2
Locations: Equipment Alley, Dog Park Island
Dimensions: .Sx6x5"
Materials: salvaged resawn polystyrene foam,
gypsum plaster,
plastic sheeting, water
Tools: trowel, knife, stick, car
Distance driven: 19.1 miles
Electricity used: 0 kwh
C02 emitted in construction: 12.51bs
The project consisted of the temporary occupation
of an alley adjacent to 193, followed by the
transfer of the structure by car three miles to
Dog Park Island parking lot, where it underwent
catastrophic failure.

Sunday April 30,5:30pm
... After 2 hours or so the cops arrived, followed
by two ambulances. Worker at the equipment
rental place had called the police, claiming that a
pyschotic was iglooing their car in their alley. I was
annoyed because I had asked for permission from
the rental place prior to building. Cops nodded
when I told them it was a disaster housing scenario
for an initiative at MIT and asked for my MIT ID,
which I handed over. Apparently satisfied as to my
sanity, they waved the ambulances away. By six I
was ready to drive the car out from under the foam.
Several of the workers in the equipment rental
place had been taking bets on whether the structure
would stand once the car was removed. I handed
my camera to man named Joe and he filmed
the car driving out from beneath the foam. The

workers returned to their jobs in the office.. .
Returned to equipment alley at night to
remove the structure prior to Monday morning
as promised to the Dorchester Police. Thought
it would be much easier to just drive off with
the thing on the roof of the car rather than
demolishing it on the spot...I backed the car back
into the shelter and removed the bottom two
courses of foam to give it clearance. I secured it
with some twine and a stick through the trailer
hitch that poked out the back. Then I cut holes for
the taillights and unscrewed the licence plate from
the front bumper and stuck it to the foam with a
couple of sticks. I drove off at fimph on side streets
for Dog Park Island, about 3 miles away....

Wed May 10th

Blue Foam Construction #3
Location: Dead Man Alley
Dimensions: .8x6x5"
Materials: Structure: salvaged resawn polystyrene
foam, gypsum plaster, plastic sheeting, water. Seat:
salvaged polystyrene foam, hot glue, construction
adhesive, automotive epoxy body filler, water
Tools: electric bandsaw, hand tools, trowel, knife,
stick, car
Distance driven: 8 miles
Electricity used: 1.1kwh
C02 emitted in construction: 6.91bs
The project consisted of the temporary occupation
of an alley adjacent to 193. Structure collapsed
immediately when formwork was removed.
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It was slow going at first. A slow breeze kept
knocking over the foam, and the plaster would
not kick off very fast due to the wet cold weather.
Traffic was loud, moving at 70 mph 30 feet or
so from where I was building. Rain stopped and
started, stopped and started. Never too heavy.
Trying to videotape took extra time, as I had to
keep covering the camera in a plastic hood to keep
the rain off it. Gradually settled into a rhythm. The
quality of this one was much better than previous
attempts. Around 3pm a wet man with a dog
approached across the playing field on the other
side of the chain link fence separating the field
from the derelict alley. "Crime scene?"he asked .
through the fence. I stopped, unsure how to answer
his question. My sweatshirt and rain pants were
covered in plaster and my sneakers were sopping
wet. I still had on my neon construction vest and
hard hat to make the enterprise look legitimate
from a distance. "Architectureproject", I answered.
He claimed that a drunk had died in the alley a
week before.. .

Summary
The structures that I built on the marginal
spaces along the highway engendered a shift in
the thinking of a site as a source of material to a
hybrid conception of the site as a material in its
own right. The installations seek go beyond the
previous exercises, to use the material found on the
sites in its expressive potential to draw attention
to the marginal spaces. In a physical sense, the
pieces were built with aggregate from the site, in
the form of salvaged blue foam, stuck together
with a binder composed of gyspum plaster. Prior
to construction, I brought the foam was from the
sites to MIT, where I turned it into tiles with a
bandsaw. I returned to the site with the tiles, using

fast setting gypsum plaster to stick the tiles together,
using the a car that I arrived in as formwork. In
some cases the structures stood up when that
car was removed; in the last case the structure
collapsed as soon as the car was removed. The final
installation was made of pieces of this collapse.
Relaxing the requirements to allow the importation
of a binder to the site was necessary in order to
make the installations stand out from the site.
These categories of aggregate and binder, which
explain the physical aspect of the constructions, is
also useful to talk about the site as material, and my
operations on it. The aggregate in this sense is the
site conditions to which the installations respond:
the noise of the highway, and the derelict nature

of the space there. The binder is the conceptual
orientation that makes sense of the operations
on the site. That is to say, the attitude with which
I arrive (in this case, to draw attention to the
unconsidered space of the marginal sites) orients
my operations on the site so that they make sense.
Any material is a combination of binder and
aggregate; in the hybrid operation, the binder is
imported and the aggregate comes form the site.
The imported binder, in its conceptual as
well as its physical sense, allows the architect to
present familiar material (i.e. that drawn from
the site) in an unfamiliar form, and hints at
the interrelationship of material to form that
characterizesarchitectural operations.

6. CONCLUSION
This thesis is about the relationship of architecture
to resources: the composition of materials,
the energy that goes into the processing and
assembly of them, the time that such activities
take, and the space that is created through them.
From a certain view, the activities documented
in the thesis could be seen as hopelessly out of
touch with the contemporary conditions in which
architecture occurs. There were certainly times
when these thoughts occurred to me during the
year. As the saying goes, why reinvent the wheel?
Why attempt to build with dirt and trash when we
live in a world in which processed materials are so
readily available, as close as the nearest lumber
yard or Home Depot?
My inspiration for this way of working was
informed by an earlier exploration of a much more
complicated topic. A decade or so ago at the
Media Lab at MIT, John Maeda gathered students
together to run through a human simulation of
computer calculations. The Human Powered
Computer Experiment assigned specific tasks
to human actors, who played out their roles in
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accordance with the basic functions performed by
the various elements of the computer. The project
was an attempt to gain a greater understanding
of what the otherwise invisible electrons are doing
at speeds far greater than we can comprehend
when we turn on a computer. By engaging with
the materials question directly, I hoped to gain a
similar appreciation for the often invisible resources
that we use in architecture every day often without
a second thought. There is nothing like carrying
a bag of plaster for a few hundred yards to
understand just how much energy is required to
transport it.
The result of this process is a way of seeing
the world which has changed since beginning the
project. I now sense an opportunity when I look
at a pile of material almost anywhere, whether
on a construction site or a pile of trash at the end
of an alley. This is a different place from where I
began. During the thesis I imposed limits on what
I was doing in order to gain a direct appreciation
for the great amounts of resources used in the
practice of architecture. An appreciation for the

tight interrelationship between these resources
is part the outcome of the project. It is impossible
to explore the question of the use of resources
without pulling in notions about site, context, and
the formal concerns that come out of them.
We live during a time when it is possible
to get any material from almost anywhere in
the world. The ability to use materials from all
over the world is generally seen as a positive
aspect of contemporary practice by architects,
who appreciate the freedom of expression that
it offers. However, design is rarely compelling
unless it reacts to some limitation, which can
be imposed by practical terms or for conceptual
reasons. The desire to build in accordance with
intelligent use of resources can be one such limit,
which is part of what makes the historical schism
between sustainable building and good design
so difficult to understand. For many years there
seemed to be a clearly defined choice between
good design and design that took a responsible
attitude toward resource use. Certainly in my
own explorations I have come up against the

difficulty of creative expression within the limits of
intelligent use of resources. As I attempted to build
using only what I could find on a particular site,
I found the means of expression so limited as to
render these constructions almost invisible. The
blocks of materials had great meaning for me, but
to anyone else they were just blocks of material,
indistinguishable from the other materials on the
site, to which they bore a similarity that was more
than passing. I have chosen to accept the minimal
use of resources as my limitation, but my desire
is to do so in a way that is formally compelling,
rather than the preoccupation with resources at
the expense of form. Architecture is more than
sticking together materials to make form, after
all. That much is satisfied by basic construction.
Architecture begins when material come together in
a way that creates a space challenges or inspires
its users: design is about communication of ideas
at its core. The challenge that I set for myself in my
future work is to use the resource understanding
gained through the thesis to engage the highest
formal aspirations of architecture.
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